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SJSU fits blueprint
for AIDS testing site

Pumpin’ Iron

By Joe Kappia
Daily staff writer

Students at SJSU have discounted the possihi ily of
taking a test for AIDS if the administration considers
such a decision.
The students’ opposition to acquired immune deficiency syndrome testing whether
voluntarily or involuntarily comes in the wake of Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop’s recent statement in London at an AIDS
conference that an urban university in the Pacific West
with an enrollment of 25,()00 may be asked to conduct
AIDS testing with its students.
SJSU readily falls in this category, both geographically and demographically.
Speaking in separate interviews, a majority of the
students contacted said they would not subscribe to such
an idea even if it becomes a policy, citing their constitutional rights.
However, several others expressed a reverse opinion
that it would be a good idea to be tested if the results
would be made available only to theta on an individual
basis.
Commenting on the Surgeon General’s statement.
SJSU Health Educator Oscar Battle said that no institution has yet been selected for testing. He clarified that
Koop made the statement with the hope that some institutions would volunteer to conduct the test.
The government cannot force any university to conduct such a test, Battle said, hut can use motivation and
political conviction of the people. He added that if SJSU
is selected for such an exercise and the administration
plans to conduct it. then strategies have to he designed in
order to get the cooperation of the entire student body.
Casualties
Sources close to the office of the Dean of Student
Services revealed that about one -and -a -half years ago,
one student and one faculty member died of this killer

If SJSU is selected for such an
exercise and the administration
plans to conduct it, then
strategies have to be designed
in order to get the cooperation
of the entire student body.
disease. The sources further revealed that if consideration is given to administering the test, it has to he
funded by the federal government.
In a related development. Stanley Wahl, Director of
Student Health Services, has said that government has to
use a statistical method such as the geographic location and the demographic data ()I’ the institution
for
the exercise, which he believes is more than one year
away.
Wahl said that if SJSU administration decides to conduct the test. "no problem." but hopes that all the California laws and those of the governing universities will
be followed, espcially those of confidentiality and legality.
Continuing. Wahl added "that it is highly unlikely
that it would be done in the manner Koop said it."
It would take only one week to conduct AIDS testing
on campus, he asserted, if the results are to remain anonymous, hut quickly added that it may require six to eight
See AIDS rave

Fine art comes of age
Student develops computer painting technique
By Laura M. Lukas
Daily staff writer
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pson, a junior majoring in adminis!ration of justice, sweats it up while he works on
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his biceps during his intermediate weight -training
class in the men’s weight room.

Move over. Michaelangelo! Welcome to the new age of computer
fine arts.
Cynthia M. Kurtz. an SJSU graduate art student, has turned her business computer int() a high-tech art
tool.
After experimenting with different
an media and tools, Kurtz "accidentally" discovered the computer. an
IBM AT, four years ago.
"I began using the computer as a
business machine and while making
a business flyer, discovered I could
paint and draw with it." she said.
Eight hours after the discovery.
Kurt/ created her First computer

"painting."
The idea of computer painting is a
new one. Kurtz will be the first to
graduate front SJSU with a master’s
degree in pictorial arts, with a specialty in computer arts.
The process utilizes a device
called a "mouse" that converts
"human hand motion into motion on
the monitor," Kurtz explained.
"In effect." she said. "I am
painting indirectly on the monitor."
After the painting is completed on
the monitor, a photograph is taken of
the screen. A Cibachrome print is
made from the slide, which recreates
the "luminosity" the painting has on
the monitor. The resulting print resembles something "like tapestrx

Petition to reinstate
Cal-OSHA hits SJSU
By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer

Groups sponsoring two proposed
measures for the fall California hallot are seeking student support and
signatures at SJSU this week.
An initiative to elevate Cal -OSHA
(California Occupational Safety and
Health Administraion 1 to its former
state -funded status and a proposed
California constitution amendment
to set a minimum state budget for
lower education are being circulated
to gain necessary signatures and student involvement.
Rhian Miller and Jim Kerns
represenatives of Tramatola and Associates, a Sacramento based politiare on camcal consultation firm
pus soliciting student signatures and
involvment for the groups sponsoring the measures.
’Our aim is to get students aware
Miller said.
of these issues,’
"We’ve found that a lot of students
statewide want to be involved in political issues."
According to Jim Kerns, response
at SJSU has been great.
’What we try to do on college
campuses is to hire interested students to solicit signatures from registered California voters. They are
paid on commission.’’ Kerns said,

Cal -OSHA lost its state government funding last July when Gov.
George Deukmejian made sweeping
budget cuts.
The proposed amendment to the
California constitution, sponsored
by the California Teachers Association (CTA). is aimed at insuring that
a certain percentage of the budget
goes to lower education.

Concert to help Spartan City
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer

In support of the Spartan City Defense Fund, a four -hand lineup, leawring Frontier Wives. Swing Party,
Shock Wave and Lawn Vultures will
perform a benefit concert Thursday.
The show. at Beau’s Annex, 39
N. San Pedro St., will begin at 8
p.m. Tickets are S5.
All proceeds will go toward paying the expenses of future court hattles. said Jolene Garrett. public relations representative of the Spartan
City Families Association.

After Santa Clara County Superior
Court Judge Leslie C. Nichols ruled
that Spartan City residents could stay
in their apartments until Aug. 1, the
association’s next step is to "secure
future married -student housing on
campus and on other CSU cam puses," Garrett said.
The headlining act, Frontier
Wives, is a San Jose band which recently released its first album.
Singer and songwriter Scott Long
See CONCERT page 6

Kunz’s series of computer paintings, "Inner Workings of the Outer
Self." were created to express her
feelings.
’Each one comes from a certain
feeling or emotion I have,’’ she said.
’They are terribly personal, hut take
on other meanings when others view
them."
See K 11117 pa e 6

Artist tells
African
message

"Many students seem interested
in helping or at the least finding out
about the initiatives," he added.
The Cal -OSHA initiative. formally titled "The Initiative to Restore Safety at Work," is aimed at
improving worker safety in California by giving Cal -OSHA the money
it needs to investigate worker claims
about unsafe working conditions.
The initiative is being sponsored by
the Coalition to Restore Safety at
Work.

There are presently no provisions
to insure minimum funding in the
state constitution.
The two petitions need more than
a combined statewide one million
signatures to earn them a spot on the
November ballot.
Kerns believes that university
campuses are the prime place to get
response and support for initiatives.

Kunz said.
The process seems rather "hightech" for fine art, but Kurtz approaches her painting, as she would
with any other media.
"This passive tool responds as no
other tool or pen alone could." she
said.
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Artist Ras Lowe shares his art and vision during
African Awareness Month. His works of art will

a I an

be on display today from 7 to 9 p.m. at The Phoenix in downtown San Jose.

Blacks honor their own this month
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer

February will be a time of celebration at SJSU of the contributions and achievements black
Americans have shown to their
country and the world through African Awareness Month.
"The awareness of Africans in
the world experience is one of the
missing pieces of this campus,.. The African Awareness
Month should rekindle the fire for
that kind of awareness," said
Lewis Bundy. associate director,
educational opportunity program.
Bundy believes that we need
this kind of celebration more now
than ever before because, "The
political climate of the past few

years has emphasized personal
needs as opposed to broader cultural perspective - and now a whole
generation
of people
aren’t
aware."
In 1925 Carter G. Woodson
began Negro History Week to
honor leaders of the movement
fighting for the freedom of African
people in America.
Mozelle Watson, Afro-American instructor said it has expanded
to a month -long celebration because of the additional contributions blacks have made. The name
has changed from Negro History to
Black History to African Awareness as consciousness of black
Americans has been raised.
Watson
said ,"The
African

Awareness Month emphasizes
what Carter Wilson had in mind. It
celebrates. It hnngs us connections
with the past and creates a positive
sense of self within the black community."
Students have been planning for
the tnonth-long celebration since
November, said Nehanda Imara,
SJSU graduate student and chairperson for African Awareness
Month Planning Committee.
Each week has been given a special African -American theme. Last
week recognized international and
historical contributions. This week
emphasizes education.
The week of
Feb. 15 will he
community
week,
studying
See ARTIST page 6

Artist Ras lame. his spiritual
montages. his waist length
dreadlocks. and his plan for
peace were at the Afro-American
building Friday as part of’
can Awareness Month.
The pieces consisted of many
pictures that form spiritual toes
sages. like collages with a higher
meaning. Lowe insisted he does
not create the art, but is a eon
dun.
’The art comes through me.
it’s not really mine. It’s trying to
awaken understanding to the
world.’’ he said.
Lowe graduated from SJSI. on
1972 with a bachelor’s degree in
Black Studies and a minor in law
enforcement. He currently works
as a probation officer lot ’Santa
Clara County and a sw ord in
Japane,.
for
the
structor
Swordsmanship Club at SJS
Lowe describes his work as
in
hieroglyphics’
"modem
Which every piece tells a sties
"The montages are a Ills iIiI’
ideas covering metaphy sw.al
principles, spiritual principles
and cultural affinities." he said.
The pieces are an interplay of
African themes and love. They
splash color and thought onto a
frame.
"Ultimately life is about
love." explained Lowe. "Every
breath you take you are loving
yourself. I think if you look at
the art you will see a lot of love
in it.
"This art is saying you are re.
sponsible, it gives no deity, no
doctrine to blame the evil on."
he said.
Lowe also said his work 1.
fighting to bring about a positit.
collective responsibility. If we
can involve every one, we can
bring peace to the world.’’
Dam Parkin
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Editorials

Campaign ’88:
full speed ahead
race is on. With yesterday’s start of the
The
Iowa caucuses, campaign ’88 has started
and the series of primaries and caucuses
will dominate the media for the next 10
months. For news junkies, it’s a time of intriguing debate and discussion of issues important to America, but for most others unfortunately presidential campaigns are nothing
more than an endless stream of empty promises
and political rhetoric that ends with the election
of the candidate with the best haircut.
The United States is rather unique in the
way it selects its leader in that the people get
two chances to voice their opinion. The major
parties hold primaries in most states that give
the voters a chance to choose who should represent them in November. Then, when the slate
of candidates is whittled down to the final two.
the general election decides our next president.
This process of electing the president,
sound as it is. does contain some problems.
First, the success of a campaign depends on
one thing alone: money. The candidate who
raises the biggest war chest most often ends up
as the frontrunner. And in order to raise it, attention must be paid to special interests: labor.
agriculture, Wall Street, etc. Who knows what
promises and back-room deals are made to insure the big contributions? Despite federal election laws limiting individual contributions.
these special interest groups find ways to contribute as much as they want.
Although the idea has been bandied about
for years. the concept of public financing of
campaigns still seems sound. With an equal
amount of money for each candidate, ideas and
stands on the issues could be the focus and they
could be equally evaluated without any one
candidate holding an advantage by maintaining
a larger staff or running more prime-time television commercials.
Public campaign financing would greatly
benefit the election process both at the federal
and state levels. No longer would the candidate
with the better media consultant gain the advantage. Perhaps the trend of style over substance so greatly enhanced by the electronic
media would wane or even end completely.
Our society would greatly benefit lithe
public chooses leaders on the basis of what they
say instead of foolishly relying on how they say
it. Public campaign financing would be help
the American people do so.

Prop. 65 should
be strictly obeyed
shed no tears for manufacturers facing
Wea Feb. 27 deadline for implementation
of Proposition 65’s mandatory labeling
of products containing chemicals that may
cause cancer. The affected industi*y has had
nearly two years to prepare for the measure’s
provisions and has spent most of that time trying to circumvent them.
Prop. 65 approved by California voters
by a 2-to- I margin in November 1986 requires manufacturers to warn consumers of
products containing chemicals or substances
known to be carcinogenic. The measure required Gov. George Deukmejian to issue a list
of such chemicals and prohibited any of them
from being discharged into drinking water
sources.
Despite the fact the the industry has a sympathetic ear in Deukmejian, an outspoken critic
of Prop. 65 who has continually dragged his
feet on implementing the measure, final warning regulations are expected to be announced
Soon.
It’s hard to believe anyone would fight
against warning the public about cancer-causing products, but lobbying on that very matter
has been continuous in Sacramento. The affected parties want to substitute written warnings with a 24-hour, toll -free telephone line and
newspaper advertisements that would offer the
required warnings.
Proposition 65 was a mandate from the people of California that public safety is more important than the profit margin of companies that
use hazardous chemicals in their products. The
Deukmejian administration is quickly learning
that fact and by the end of February, so will a
multitude of manufacturers.
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Learn from elderly while you can
We have forgotten them.
We have banished our elderly to
park benches, to sanitized rooms, to
lonely places.
I’m just as guilty as you are.
I had only seen my great aunt Jessie a few times in my life when she
passed away last year. I was overwhelmed by a feeling of loss.
Once, she told me of the time her
family’s covered wagon caught fire
and left them stranded halfway
through their westward journey. She
told me that a frontier family took
them in for the winter and gave them
shelter. In spring the wagon was repaired and they moved on.
I want to hear that story again. I
want to write it down and keep it.
But she is gone.
ti I had the chance now, 1 think I
would fly to her side and spend
hours with her, just listening. Or
would I? Perhaps I’d wait. I’ve got
homework. I’ve got housework. I’ve
got a life to live. I’m busy.
She had lived in a place surrounded by trees, flowers, and green
grassy patches. I could have sat there
on one of the old benches with her. I
could have held her hand. I could
have listened.
But she is gone.
When she lay dying. she turned to
her white-haired sister and said,
"take these: if I die with them on.
the workers here will take them. ’
She removed from her lingers two
antique diamond and silver rings.

Serena Griffith
Someday, one will be given to me.
It’s lust metal and stone, but for me
it ss ill he a reminder of a mistake I
will not make again.
I know that the elderly are sometimes hard to understand. I know.
they tire easily. I know they may slip
into a had mood. Are those the reasons we use to push them to the side
of the road as we pass in the fast
lane?
Does it hurt our pride to acknowledge that they may know more about
the world than we?
Or perhaps we pass them by because they’re different. Their skin
may he unlike ours: thinner, paler.
Their eyes may seem clouded. Their
hair may grow white and sparse. Is it
uncomfortable for us to hold the
hand of someone like that? I can assure you it is more uncomfortable for
them when they are not held.
Hold them. Hold their hand: hold
their memories.

Some of them will smile and ease
into conversation. Some will tell you
your hair is too long, too weird, and
get rid of that earring. Some of them
won’t say much at all. But all of
them have something to sp.
Ask them what it was like to go on
a date back when they were young.
Ask them how they fell in love. Ask
them to tell you the naughtiest thing
they ever did as a child. You might
be surprised at what you hear. It
might make you laugh, or it could
make you cry.

Ask them what it
was like to go on a
date back when they
were young. Ask
them how they fell in
love.
Every now ana tnen. sgip a
movie. Tell your friends you can’t
go. Turn off the TV. Go and visit
them or give them a call. Write a letter or send a card. Listen to them.
Ask them to tell you that story one
more time.

Letters to the Editor
Campus is unsafe, too
Editor,
"The buildings are architecturally
infirm . . . and that the condition of
the facility is a seismic death warrant, offering the promise of wholesale collapse, ruptured gas lines, and
inferno in the event ot a serious
earthquake . . . ." This is the courtroom rhetoric utilized by the SJSU
administration in qualifying its decision to close Spartan City. The residents won in court because the reports did not substantiate those
claims. Yet there is a seismic report
that presents a scenario of even
greater devastation for everyone here
on the main campus.
In President Gail Fullerton’s legal
deposition, she stated that it was an
"oversight" that the administration
neglected to mention the safety concerns of Spartan City to the hundreds
that have come and gone there since
1981. That was the year the SJSU
Housing Department issued a report
calling the buildings "substandard . . . . Their life expectancy is
extremely short and they are subject
to removal." For seven more years,
families were moved into these
buildings with no warnings or notification of any fire or safety problems."
Now it is the current 30.000 SJSU
students, faculty and staff who
should be alarmed, because the administration has committed another
"oversight" in neglecting to inform
them of the 1981 "Seismic Hazard
Survey: State of California Buildings."
This report postulates that due to
an earthquake at "the level of shaking appropriate to (this) seismic
zone,’ out of 10,000 occupants of
Morris Dailey Auditorium, "2,000
occupants will be fatalities." and in
the Student Union, "1,000 occupants will be fatalities." This is a
potential nightmare of casualties for
the entire campus populace.
In contrast, none of the Spartan

City reports mentions a death toll.
and none demands closure. Structural engineers advise me that the
Spartan City seismic report says that
an earthquake of at least 7.0 magnitude would be needed to even "dislodge" our homes there. So much
for the claim that the administration
is truly concerned with the safety of
students or of anybody.
In reference to Kevin Cassidy’s
critical letter about Spartan City
)Feb. 3 Spartan Daily). there is no
written evidence that Spartan City
was to he temporary. Indeed the
term "temporary" means that the
original intention was to replace the
buildings at an earlier date with perhousing
family -student
manent
structures. Also. I would happily
present to Kevin copies of the California laws that expressly state support for "on -campus, family -student
housing."
Since Kevin’s major is administration of justice. I am sure he understands that we have the legal and
moral right to defend ourselves and
future family -students. In fact, a
local legislator has informed us and
the CSU vice chancellor that President Fullerton was wrong in stating
that the law prevents her from financing and building family -student
complexes. There is no anti -family
law! I am also surprised that Kevin
seems to he suggesting that the residents accept what I call the 51.000
bribe and move out.
To form a truly fair and educated
judgment. please. first become informed with the facts and don’t just
echo the administration’s falacies
and hyped propaganda. The residents never intended to historically
preserve the Spartan City buildings
or nostalgically retain that exact location. Our primary goal has always
been to secure equitable access to
public education through continuous
family -student housing at SJSU and
the CSU system. The administration
had declared in court that Spartan

City is a "historical accident." I believe that the San Jose campus and
city will eventually consider the current SJSU administration as a historical tragedy.
Leo Johnson
Senior
Education

Let’s ban everything
Editor,
Al last I see the concern that the
administration and the Safety Committee have for the welfare of the
students. I had not realized that bicycles and other wheeled objects were
such dangerous hazards to our
health. Thanks to the proposed ban.
we all should stroll a little easier. It
is nice to know that the effort to
make our feet happy and comfortable reflects the tradition of higher
education at SJSU.
After thinking a little closer about
this ban on bikes. I have come to the
conclusion that it does not go far
enough. Shouldn’t we also ban
audio-visual equipment and other
such things that are wheeled in hallways and elevators? They seem particularly dangerous, especially those
at the hands of the faculty. And how
about those motorized trash carts
that zip around campus and possibly
over students? Even these, however,
pale in comparison to the automobile. Shouldn’t we close down
San Carlos Street and ban all traffic
on side streets? We could build foot
bridges over dangerous zones, hut
that might cost money.
As you can see, the proposed ban
can he extended to provide effective
safety for students, but considering
the lengthy process of amending any
proposal, I have, what I believe to
be, the solution in the form of a
"modest proposal." Wouldn’t it be
easier to ban students? That would
certainly solve any safety concerns!
Daniel Wigon
Sophomore
Political Science

I

old joke says that if you wanted to give
The
California an enema, then Fresno would be
the perfect place to put the tube. I used to
laugh at that until I had the opportunity to actually
and discovyes. voluntarily
visit the place
ered how true it rings.
I became enlightened to that point in December
when I attended the California Bowl football game,
which is annually held at Fresno’s Bullfrog . . .
make that Bulldog . . . Stadium. From my brief
look at the Fresno area. I would prefer being anesthetized with a ballpeen hammer than have to live
in Northern California’s own version of Hooterville.
The night before the game I checked into Frenin this case,
so’s version of the Fairmont Hotel
the local Motel 6. My traveling companions and I
famous
Fresno
then ventured out in search of the
nightlife. Since there were no tractor-pulling shows
or roller derby matches currently in town, and no
tobacco-spitting contests scheduled, we assumed
Fresnoans must have some other nocturnal activities.
The resulting search turned out to be as easy as
finding a multisyllabic word in a Sylvester Stallone
script.
Since we all had long passed the age of 12.
Fresno’s most popular pastime was out. Playing
video games at the local 7 -Eleven just doesn’t provide the leasurely euphoria it once did. So, without
any fun to be found, we decided to find a place to
eat dinner, then go back to Casa de Fresno 6 for
some imbibing, an activity that suits Fresno perfectly.
Fresno must be the legendary place where fastfood franchises go to die or at least multiply.
There are so many cholesterol castles in town that
there probably isn’t an unemployed teen-ager anywhere to be found. Along a seven -mile stretch of
road between our luxurious accommodations and
Bullfrog Stadium, we passed four McDonald’s,
three Wendy’s and two Burger Kings. It’s always
reassuring to know that you’re always within walking distance of a greasy, sodium -filled meal.
We eventually found a pizza joint, and you
could tell it was Friday night in Fresno, there were
five people in a restaurant able to seat at least 10
times that. Upon arrival we got dirty looks from a
couple of locals
probably named Elmo or
Goober who appeared to be looking for a good
fight. Steering clear of the two future raisin farmers, we settled down for a halfway decent pizza and
passed the time watching a nice-looking couple in
the corner who were feeding beer to their baby.
Not long afterward we got the chance to see
Fresno’s shining jewel. As it was put to us by a
local friend of a friend: "What do you think of
when you hear the word Fresno?" she asked.
"Boring?" I replied. "Or a slow, lingering
death perhaps."
’Nope. Fresno’s famous Christmas Tree
Lane!"
Christmas Tree Lane was obviously a case of
rampant keeping-up-with-the-Joneses gone
wild. For blocks and blocks the "rich" folks
of Fresno probably the ones who own the fastfood franchises vie for the honor of claiming the
most gaudy, overblown Christmas decorations on a
single home. A seemingly endless line of cars.
pickup trucks and tractors crept at about 2.72 miles
per hour along the brightly lit street that looked as if
Walt Disney had exploded all over it. The worst
part was the disgusting "oohs" and "ahhs" that
could be heard above the recorded Christmas Carols being played at each house. The spectacle of it
all was almost enough to wake up a person.
The Spartans’ loss to Eastern Michigan the next
day
combined with the rainy. 40-degree
weather
made my trip to the mudville mecca
complete. The local Bullfrog fans, of course, were
rooting for the out-of-towners. an attitude 1 attribruted to the Fresnoans’ jealousy of San Jose’s indoor plumbing and our erect posture. When the
game was over I nearly jumped for joy because my
time in the town that hell remembered would soon
be ending.
On the way out of town at 55 mph of course,
we didn’t want Sheriff Andy or Deputy Barney to
pull us over I saw the view of Fresno I’ll never
forget. A sight with such splendor that I’ll cherish it
for years to come. My last view of Fresno looked
remarkably dear because it was in a rear-view mirror.
Dave I.anson is the Forum editor. Publiminal Messages appears every Tuesday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you -- our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any
topic. We prefer letters in reaction to recent Daily articles or addressing current
campus issues. Personal attacks and letters
in poor taste will not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Geologist predicted
Monday’s
temblor
Jim Hart

Afternoon Stroll

By

Daily staff writer

An early spring encourages S.1St students to catch some sun beI %seen classes. Here, a student N% alio through the garden adjacent to

Dan Sweeney- Daily staff photographer
the University Police Department while a shadow cast by Duncan
Hall creeps over the afternoon sun.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide /A a daily calendar Tau Delta Phi ( honors fraternity ).
for SJSU student, faculty and staff Meeting, 6 p.m.. Spartan Chapel.
organizations. hems may be sub- For information call 277-8802.
mitted on forms in the Daily’ office.
Club: Meeting, 3:30 p.m.,
Dwight Road Hall Room 208, but Circle K
S.U. Pacheco Room. For informawill not be accepted over the phone.
tion call 446-2796.
TODAY
Career Planning and Placement:
Flying Twenty: General meeting. Tour of the Career Resource Center.
7:30 p.m.. Aero Maintenance Lab. learn how to use the center’s career
self-assessment
exploration and
Call 969-8323 for information.
tools, 2:30 p.m.. Business ClassSJSU Film and Video Society:
room Building Room 13. For inforMeeting. 3:30 p.m.. HGH 122. Call
mation call. 924-6033.
924-4571 for information.
Alpha Phi Omega: Meeting for po1k1 1>N1 ’-,l) \\
tential pledges. 7:30 p.m., S.U. PaUniversity
Housing Services: Sparcheco Room. Call 998-1540 for intan Political Caucus and voter regisformation.
tration. 8 p.m.. Hoover Hall Formal
Greek Week Committee: Organiz- Lounge. For information, call 277ing meeting, It p.m.. Chi Omega 8967.
house. For information. call 279Civil Engineers: How to have a
903 I .
Winning Interview. 12:30 p.m.,
Campus
Ministry:
Meditation S.U. Umunhum Room. Presented by
Group. 3:45 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.. the Career Planning and Placement
Campus Ministry Center. S. 10th Center. For information call 924Street and San Carlos. For informa- 6033 or 924-6035.
tion call 298-0204.
Interview H: Have a typed rough
Campus Ministry: Film - "Under draft
of your resume ready for an exFire," and Central American dis- pert critique. 2-3:30 p.m., Instruccussion. 7 p.m., Campus Ministry tional Resource Center Room 310.
Center. For information call 298- For information call 924-6033.
0204.
Student Health Advisory CommitAIIESEC (International Business Or- tee: Meeting tor anyone interested in
ganization): New -member orientation meeting. 2:30 p.m.. S.U. Gua
dalupe room. For information call
L’D
277-3458.
Ohana of Hawaii: Membership
!IL:0C
sign-ups. 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Monday Friday. in front of the Student
25 c
Union. For information call 251Glass of
4667.
Michelob draft .
KSJS Staff: Station meeting, open
With the purchase of any sandwich
to anyone interested in radio, no experience necessary. 5:30 p.m.. StuOUR WIDE SELECTION OF
dio Theater in Hugh Gillis Hall. For
SANDWICHES INCLUDE:
information call 924-4548 or 924KSJS.
CLUB
TURKEY
Social Dance Club: Dance practice,
4-6 p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room.
CHICKEN SALAD
For information call 279-9680.
TUNA
ROAST BEEF
MEChA (Mexican-American student organization): Meeting, Raza
AND 10 MORE!
Day 1988. 5 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco
Room. For information call 29880 E. San Carlos 947-1333
2531.
New Hours
Transportation Day: Alternative
Fri -Sat until 11 PM
transportation information. 9 a.m.-1
Sunday 10-6
p.m.. Student Union.
*With this coupon & SJSU ID
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health programs and polilles. 110011
to 1 p.m.. For information call 2721228.

Akbayan (Filipino-American Club):
First general meeting, 2 p.m.. S.U.
Almaden Room. For information
call 415-790-23(13.
College Republicans: Meeting for
new members, 12:30 p.m. For information call 358-1061.
Campus Ministry: Bible Study.
noon to 1 p.m., S.U. Montalvo
Room. For information call 2980204.

Christian

Asian-American
Fellowship: Weekly

meeting. 7
p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room. For
information call 997-7808.
Jazz Concert: The String Trio.of
New York, 8:15 p.m.. Music Building C’bnceri Hall. Presented by the
A.S. Program Board. For information call 924-6260.
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General meeting.
7:30 p.m.. S.U.Almaden Room
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Division of Technology SPHE Student Chapter (Society of Pack,.
Professionals): TAPPI meeting. von
ference. 3-5 p.m., S.U. Loma Prielil
Room. For information call 924
3193.

Police crackdown
on transients
SAN FRANCISCO (API - A
steady flow of homeless people and
"vehicle residents" to the HaightAshbury district in recent weeks has
sparked a crackdown by police who
found hypodermic needles, a knite
and an ax in a playground sandbox.

SEND YOUR LOVE
in the Feb. 12th issue of the Spar tor, l)aily 4
way to tell that special voleritire how rriuch
,
really caret
Block and white (2" x /") - $54
’Red ’4-)t" Red (2" x .1"). - 88.00
Place an order for your valentine messae
Wed. from 12.30 - 3.30/h front of the Stuase,
I.-’-.- .

THE JESSE MARVIN UNRUH
ASSEMBLY FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

Application Deadline is Friday, Feb. 19, 1988

ROSES FOR YOUR VALENTINE
Arrangements from $12.99
Quality Flowers at Prices
Students

C:24
915 E. Julian St.

g0

Can

C fi

Afford
Of _20 VE

San Jose, CA 95152

(408)998-0382

SAN
JOSE STATE SPECIALS
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
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This prestigious program gives
college graduates of any major the
opportunity to spend a year working
for the California State Legislature
and affords a first-hand knowledge
of the political process.
A monthly
stipend is given.

Applications are due February 27,

information, please contact
at the campus career
center
the Fellowship Office
at 916/324-1761.
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SJSU profess ’I Sree Harsha
was incorrectly identified in "SJSU departments may do re- search on superconductor"
(Feb. 8).
If you notice something
which you know is incorrect:.
please write to the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, One Washington Square..
San Jose, CA 95192.

Benefit Concert. 8 p.m. . For information call 289-1543.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Meeting. 4:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For information call 2632312 or 279-3924.

For more information contact the University Housing
Services’ Residential Life Office at 924-6160. Applications are available at all Residence Hall Offices
i4k,s
r‘.4,414111
and the Residential Life Office in Joe West Hall.
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were 10 lost cats. That is an extremely high number:* Berkland
said.
He described the moon’s influence on the tides as a large scale
"tug -o-war."
In addition to the oceanic tide.
Berk land said the moon’s gravitation
al pull also affects the water table.
The full moon increases the pressure
on the water table underneath the
earth’s crust. forcing slippage along
the faults, he said.
When asked about how the future
looks, Berkland summed it up with
one word: "shakey.’
"I expect another quake within 71)
’
miles of San Jose between
kind 22." Berkland said.
He also said that he expected tile
quake to be between a 3.5 and 5 5 t,ii
the Richter scale.
Berkland mentioned that SiS,
older buildings are in a high -11,1,
group for damaged in a major or
great quake.

Spartan City Family Association:

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE

’Vald at participating
. enters otth coupon
veld 0,111 other
1,1counts
1:49 "’"

STAFF

There was at least one man that
wasn’t surprised when he was shaken awake by Monday morning’s
earthquake. Jim Berkland, geologist
for Santa Clara County. predicted
the temblor.
With 15 years of experience.
Berkland claims to have 80% accuracy in predicting Bay area’s earthquakes.
"There is a lot of skepticism
about earthquake prediction, but
when I’m accurate, what can people
say?" Berkland said.
No damage or injuries were reported from the minor quake.
according to the state Office of
Emergency Services.
The earthquake was centered
along the Calavaras Fault. 10 miles
southeast of San Jose.
First reports of the quake registered 4.0 on the Richter scale,
according to the seismograph located
at the UC-Berkley campus.
Berkland has no secrets when it
comes to his formula for earthquake
prediction. "I watch the moon, and
the tides, and pay attention to the
way animals behave," Berkland
said.
The recent full moon was one
warning of Monday’s earthquake.
Berkland said. His prediction was
for the quake to hit some time on or
near the weekend.
Berkland also uses the newspaper
lost -and -found to predict quakes.
"Usually there are three or four lost
cats reported per day. Saturday there

ices: Badtniton. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m..
Student Services and Activities Office (behind the Spartan Pub). For
information call 924-5962.
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Women cagers
show progress
By Kathy M bite
Daily staff writer

All season. SJSU women’s
basketball coach Tina Krah has
been waiting to see her team play
one strong, aggressive game. Her
.wait is over.
Long Beach State, the top team
in the PCAA at 9-0, topped SJSU
82-51 Saturday night in Spartan
Gym. But a w ;isn’t the score
Krah is is impre,ed a ith.
-The plo ed hard tor 40 minutes and 1 as really impressed."
Krah said "We did some real
nice things out on that floor.
Some of those "nice things"
included a 37 percent effort from
the floor. one of the Spartans’
best perfomances this season. a
tough defense that held 49er
Penny Toler, holding a 25 -point
average this season. to just 13
Long
out -rebounding
points;
Beach State in the first half and
coming just Ia o short of its effort
for the game
We weren’t intimidated out
on the floor. escit though they are
much bigger and are obviously
very good." Krah said. We set
the tempo early in the game with
Dana (Jones) hitting some shots
for us."
Jones ended with a game-high
14 points.
Long Beach State jumped out
to a 5-0 lead in the opening half.
hut SJSU kept pace until 13 minutes remained in the half. The
49ers then scored 1(t unanswered
points to outscore the Spartans
41-16 in the first half.
The Spartans’ first half w as
marred by 24 turnoers with
missed passes contributing the
most to that number.
’I think we surprised them by
breaking their press and going to
the bucket. They really weren’t
expecting that from us.’ said second -year coach Krah. "It was our
hest game all around."
In the second half. SJSU went

(» work scoring 35 points while
holding Long Beach State to another 41 -point half. Another
strong half under the boards and
fewer turnovers did not allow the
49ers to capatalize as Nevada-Las
Vegas had done less than a week
earlier,
am suprised that they came
back and played so well after taking such a heating from UNLV,"
Krah said. "They came well’
rested and they were real motivated.
Krah commended 49er coach
Joan Bonvicini for playing most
of her players and for being polite.
"She was real nice and handled the situation with class,"
Krah said. "They really could
have blown us off the court it
they had wanted to."
Krah said she was not disappointed in anyone’s performance
against Long Beach State.
"I think I didn’t prepare them
as well for UNLV as I did for
Long Beach. That’s my fault. I
think, especially with a young
team." Krah said. "I think we’ll
have some confidence back now.
though."
Leading SJSU in points was
Jones with 14. Behind Jones was
LaTasha Causey with 11 and
Mary Beth Ledesma with seven.
For the coming games. Krah
hopes this effort will be a springboard into the rest of the second
half.
"We’re starting to execute and
our shot selection is getting betier. Krah said. ’We’re focusing
on getting things into the paint
and we were able to do that
against Long Beach."
"We can’t expect to win
against them." Krah said. "I’d
say that UNLV. San Diego and
Long Beach were all out of reach
and we knew that. I hope that
after San Diego. we’ll play strong
against teams we can beat."

’88 Olympic boycotters
lose televison revenue
CALGARY. Alberta (AP) -- The
International Olympic Committee
has decided to punish nations that
boycott the Summer Games with a
financial slap on the wrist.
As it wrapped up a two-day meeting Sunday, the I(X"s executive
hoard adopted a resolution under
which boycotters would lose their
share of TV revenues as funneled
through Olympic Solidarity, one of
the committee’s financial arms.
Although TV revenues for the
Games in Seoul this year come to
some S400 million, the per nation
share once it reaches Solidarity vol
ters is only about $6010. according
to IOC figures.
Still, the action -- prompted by a
boycott of Seoul by North Korea and
some of its allies marked the first
time the 1(K.’ had imposed a direct
penalty on nations boycotting for political reasons.
"There is no anger in this action," RX spokeswoman Michele
Verdier said. "The only feeling the
RX’ can have is to regret that some
athletes do not have the chance to
part icpate in the Games...
The resolution says the IOC’s
167 -member national Olympic C11111mittet. have the "moral obligation’
iii send athletes to the Games, although the NOC’s retain the right to
reject an invitation.
’This involves a lot of nuances:*
Verdier said "It is not meant to penalize countries who withdraw for 11 -

SPORTS
nancial reasons, for instance. It will
he studied case by case."
Verdier said this was aimed primarily at Summer Games boycotters. She said Ireland and Senegal,
which withdrew teams from Calgary
at the last minute because of technical reasons, would not he punished.

Chavez awarded
highest honor
\l \\ YORK (AR)
Juli Iesar
(’h.isc, ot Mexico. the World Boxing Association lightweight champion, was named the Fighter of the
Year for 1987. the Boxing Writers
Association of America announced
Monday.

fpUNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Si’ offer free t ounseling

to help you explore ALL the
Options, inc luding

OPEN ADOPTION
hildren’s Home Sot iely of
California’s nationally re t ogni/ed
program, featured on the CBS
Evening News and Mai Call’s
Magahne.

Spartan
hoopsters
lose third
straight
By Sean Montgomery
Daily staff writer

SJSU dropped to a sixth place tie
with New Mexico State after Satin
day night’s 77-59 loss to the Aggies
The Spartans. who have played on
the road since Jan. 23. have lost their
last three games; all against Pacific
Coast Athletic Association teams.
Senior Ricky Berry, playing on a
sore foot, scored 20 points, five
below his average.
"His foot hurts." SJSU coach
Bill Berry said. "It’s a bone bruise
the top of his foot.
This was the 19th game in a row
in which Berry has scored 20 or
more points.
Berry’s season point total is now
at 500. This is the third time in as
many seasons that he has scored 500
points.
In addition to his 20 points, Berry
grabbed seven rebounds.
Berry got into foul trouble early in
the game. After scoring 11 points,
Berry committed his third foul and
was pulled out of the game with 3:29
left in the first half. The Aggies then
took advantage of Berry’s absence
and scored 10 unanswered points to
close out the half with a 40-24 lead.
NMSU came out strong in tile second half making 15 of 24 field goal
attempts.
The Spartans trailed throughout
the second half and never got closer
than 16 points.
Six Aggie players scored double
figures in the game. Guard Virgil
Harris led New Mexico State with 16
points.
Spartan guard Steve Haney scored
14 points, including four on threepoint plays. Dietrich Waters added
12.
Rodney Scott, who missed Thursday’s game against Long Beach
State with a sprained ankle, didn’t
start but saw some action. He scored
two points and had four assists.
The Spartans. who have dropped
five of their last seven games, are in
a slump and looking forward to a
week off.
SJSU will take on UC-Santa Barbara Saturday night at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium. The Gauchos beat
co -conference leader Nevada-Las
Vegas Saturday

PCAA Standings
Team foverem

W

UNLV 120-21
Utah State (14-6)
UC-Santa Barbara (16-4)
Long Beach State (117)
UC-Irvine (11-9)
SJSU (10-10)
New Mexico State (13-11)
Fresno State (6-13)
15) (6-14)
Fulliodon(5-te
pacffic Sta

9
9
8
7
6
5
5
3
2
0

2
2
3
4
5
6
6
7
9
10

Ron Greene Daily staff photographer

Catie Brennan swims to victory in the 1,000-meter freestyle against Cal-State Hayward

New faces bring hope to SJSU
By Ron Haynes
Daily staff writer

With experienced newcomers.
SJSU women’s swim team may have
the talent to become NCAA participants.
Having participated in the 1984
Olympic trials and the 1983-84 U.S.
nationals. Tobi Kleiner is one newcomer who will aid the Spartans’ effort tremendously . Transferring to
SJSU from the I. ’iii versity of Arizona
last spring. Kleiner. a butterfly specialist, is now eligible for PCAA
competition.
Coach Jack Mutimer said Kleiner
has already competed and qualified
in the NCAA championships during
the 1985-86 season.
With Chris Hoszpodar. a freestyle and butterfly specialist, the
team is now stronger in .the sprint
events A former junior college .511.

America from Chabot College 111
Hayward, Hoszpodar ranked among
the top 16 junior college competitors
and has the experience to participate
in NCAA competition with Kleiner.
After a two-year absence from
swimming, junior Kelly Bryant has
returned to competition. He also said
that she is swimming real well, but
still needs time to train and improve.
A free -style and back -stroke specialist, Bryant transferred to SJSU after
attending De Anza College and
Santa Clara University.
Bryant’s younger sister, Peggy
competes in the free-style, backstroke, and butterfly events.
"Like her sister. Peggy is inexperienced, but has the necessary talent to improve," Mutimer said.
."The only thing standing in her way
is the time to train and to race better..

Philadelphia fires coach Guokas
(
The
PHILADELPHIA
slumping Philadelphia 76ers fired
Coach Matt Guokas Monday for failing to win with the team they said he
designed, and replaced him with assistant Jim Lynam.
Lynam takes over Tuesday night
when the sub-.500 team that has lost
seven of its last nine and 10 idraight
on the road opens the second half of
the NBA season in Atlanta against
the Hawks.
Owner Harold Katz blamed Guokas for the 76ers’ slide front the
league’s elite.
When reporters suggested at the
news conference that Katz’s trades.
not Guokas’ coaching. were responsible, Katz said:
"Every single trade we’ve made
was recommended by Many Guokas. This was Many Guokas’ team.
Every guy was recommended to me
by Many Guokas.
"Moses Malone. Roy Hinson.
every single trade was reconunended
by Matty Guokas. And his recom-

mendations almost always were want, coaches go. You bring sometaken. Yes. I made the final deci- one in to try and right the ship."
sions. I could have vetoed. So I am
Guokas, who was told of the
ultimately responsible. I take that rechange Sunday evening, was not at
sponsibility."
the
news conference. He was not imGeneral Manager John Nash said
Lynam would coach the rest of the mediately available for comment.
season, and his contract would be reGuokas had been the Sixers’
viewed after that. Lynam said he coach since June 14, 19$5. succeedviewed himself as an interim coach ing Billy Cunningham. Three days
whose future would be determined later. he hired Lynam, who previby the job he does.
ously had been an assistant in Port"You live and die by your re- land and head coach of the San
cord." Lynam said.
Diego and Los Angeles Clippers.
In making the announcement.
Nash said. "Matty is a guy who conThe 76ers enter the second half of
tributed a great deal, but this is part the season with a 20-23 record in
of the package that comes with the second place. 11 games behind the
territory of being a coach. When leading Boston Celtics in the Atlanthings are not going the way you tic Division.

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And Help
High School Students Earn Theirs!
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Bound

GUARANTEED JOB PLACEMENT
4714*
S

Freshman Rebecca Nelson won
the Central Coast Section as a prep at
Leland High School three of her four
years there. Her addition to the team
brings depth to distance free-style
events.
Kathy Bemtsen and Catie Brennan are the only returnees from last
year. Bemtsen, the teams only senior. currently holds two top five
marks in Spartan history in the
breaststroke and is swimming extremely well this year. Mutimer
added.
Second year participant Brennan
has gotten off to an excellent start
this season by having excellent times
in six events.
Overall, Mutimer is pleased with
the team’s progress. He said they are
currently swimming well and anticipates excellent performances from
them as the season continues.

100% of Packaging Technology graduates
from SJSU in the past 2 years have obtained
jobs in the exciting packaging industry.

WLC #219
924-2567/924-2570

Meet the Society of Packaging and Handling
Engineers for more information on
guaranteeing yourself a job after you
graduate. Mon-Fri, 9-2 p.m. in front of the
student union.

*Tutor college -bound students
once weekly! On campus!
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The Associated Students Program Board
presents

CALL (408) 293-8940

Cover up your
true feelings this
Valentines Day.

STRING TRIO
of

NEW YORK

0

with The Dan Sabanovich Trio

000,6e

February 10, 8:15pm.
Music Building.concert Hall
San Jose State University
Tickets (a) door only:
Students $3
General S5
Information 924-6260
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TRADITION!

GENERAL INFORMATION SESSIONS:
FEBRUARY 10111 7PM, Almaden Room
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Gorbachev says Soviet troops
will leave Afghanistan in May
FOREIGN

MOSCOW (AP)
Mikhail S.
Gorbachev said Monday that the
Kremlin would begin pulling its
troops out of Afghanistan on May 15
and complete the withdrawal within
10 months if U.N.-brokered talks on
the conflict reach a settlement.
Gorbachev also said his country
wants no say in who governs Afghanistan or its politics after the estimated 115,000 Soviet troops battling
Afghan guerrillas come home.
’The Afghans themselves will decide the final status of their country
among nations," Gorbachev said.
Afghanistan’s future "is none of our
business," he said.
Gorbachev’s remarks left the future of Afghanistan’s Marxist president. Najib. 41, in serious doubt.
The Soviet leader’s statements

were the clearest indication yet that
he is moving rapidly to extricate his
country from the conflict he has
termed a "bleeding wound."
The Kremlin sent troops, tanks
and military hardware into Afghanistan on Dec. 27, 1979, and presided
over the replacement of one Marxist
ruler by another.
The invasion has been a major irritant in Soviet relations with the
United States.
It also has been opposed at home
as Soviet casualties have mounted.
Monday’s statement was the first
mention by Gorbachev of a specific

Berke Breathed
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date for the withdrawal of the Red
Army units in Afghanistan to prop
up Najib’s government against a
widespread insurgency.
Gorbachev said the date of May
15 was fixed for the beginning of the
Soviet pullout based on the assumption that U.N.-sponsored negotiations in Geneva will reach an agreement no later than March IS.
The 5 -year-old U.N.-brokered
talks in Geneva between Afghanistan and Pakistan. which stands in
for the insurgents, have made some
progress, but have been stuck on
working out a schedule for withdrawal.
In the event a settlement is signed
before March 15, "the withdrawal
of troops will, accordingly, begin
earlier," Gorbachev said.

ing and s thotzge.
In addition to intensive language
training, Miss Kim also saw Japanese movies including "Snow
Land" and "The Night of Tokyo"
to acclimatize herself to Japan. the
paper quoted investigators as saying.
Miss Kim told a televised news
conference in Seoul on Jan. 15 she
was a North Korean agent and had
planted a bomb that destroyed a Korean Air jetliner with 115 people on
board near Burma on Nov. 29.
She said North Korean authorities
ordered the bombing to discourage
attendance at the 1988 Summer
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Spy, war movies influenced bomber
SEOUL, South Korea (API A
woman who admitted she bombed a
South Korean jetliner for North
Korea used to watch Western spy
and war movies as part of her espionage training, a newspaper said
today.
The Jtxmg-Ang Daily News said
North Korea used the World War II
movie, "The Guns of Navarrone,"
to train Kim Hyun-hui.
Quoting unidentified government
investigators who questioned the
woman, the paper also said Miss
Kim received 200 hours of special
training a year in martial arts, shoot-
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Olympics in Seoul
Miss Kim, 25, traveling on a false
Japanese passport under the name of
Mayumi Hachiya, was a passenger
on an early leg of the KAL flight
from Baghdad to Seoul. She and a
male agent got off the flight at Abu
Dhabi, the plane’s last stop before it
crashed.
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Wanda Folk
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The pair took poison at Bahrain
Airport before being questioned by
officials and the man died. Ms. Kim
and the body of the dead man were
extradited to Seoul on Dec. IS.
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Waldheim criticized Palestinians
in commission report protest beating
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death of teen

VIENNA, Austria (AP) The
international
commission probing Kurt Waldheim’s alleged links
to Nazi war crimes has drawn up a lengthy report
that is highly critical of the Austrian president, the
panel’s chief said.
Waldheim, 69, has consistently denied allegations that surfaced in 1986 that he was involved in
Nazi atrocities while serving as an officer in the
Balkans during World War II. He apparently had
hoped the six -member panel would absolve him.
A document published Feb. I by West Germany’s Der Spiegel news magazine purports to
show that Waldheim ordered the deportation of
more than 4,000 civilians to two prison camps outside Belgrade in 1942.
The original document has not been found, and
the Yugoslav historian who says he discovered it
Failed to produce the paper during a program Sunday night on Belgrade television.
U.S. Justice Department officials have criticized the commission’s work and expressed doubt
the report will contain all the evidence available on
Waldheim’s activities as a soldier in Hitler’s arm)
during the war.

Michael Sherman

JERUSALEM (AP) A Gaza Strip teen-ager was
beaten to death and crowds of Palestinians fought with
Israeli soldiers after his funeral Monday. Israeli gunfire
wounded 10 people in the occupied territories, hospitals
reported.
Relatives and U.N. officials said soldiers beat 15 year-old lyad Mohammed Aql to death.
Army spokesman confirmed Aql died of head injuries soon after midnight, but said an investigation
showed he was not beaten by soldiers. They said the
cause of the injuries was not clear.
Soldiers had 11 Arab towns and refugee camps ,n the
occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip under curfew Monday, confining 245,000 people to their homes. About 1.5
million Palestinians live in the territories, which Israel
captured from Jordan and Egypt in the 1967 Middle East
war.
Soldiers opened fire on Arabs who rioted after Aql’s
funeral in the Bureij refugee camp, wounding an 11 year-old girl and a IS -year-old boy, an army spokesman
reported. He said the army was checking reports of
wounded elsewhere in the occupied territories
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DEPOSITION

SUMMARIZING

is

source of solid freelance income
for many students & writers For
infonmition .bout our training writ.
N
manual
placement
2156-451h
Sylven Co
San Francisco CA 94116

Charles
An.

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plena with quality coverge
at affordable prkes Call Mark Ell-

NEED

BUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH, 1090
Sr...op.-Sunnyvale Rd Contact
Mendi Starlet at 996-2592 Flex
hrs. no exp nec Full part time
CAREER

OPPORTUNITY

with

3rd

1099.1 insurance compsny We
need reliable Noble pude Inter,
sated In owning their own Dull-

ice. Washington National insurance (406) 943-9190 for no obli-

ness VI provide sales & man
agrament training & guaranteed
income vitien qualified Call Ould
Zacher or Dick Adams al 371-

gation quote

.663

STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with
engimbor manufacturer -flies
neering support Staler ads Tut
Some areas taken Call
(303) 759.3200. en 2401 Wed9,
Cor Acceptence Corp. 6900 E
Mailed

Hampden. Denver Co 90224
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now( Save your teeth eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S office or
call (404)371-6611

AUTOMOTIVE
86 HONDA SPREE SCOOTER Greet
cond. good. cheap transportation’ Helmet & large rear bukel
Intl 5375 Call Angel. al (415)
471.2471
2000 ml
I too
Food cond owner moving Call
eves wimds 227-6571 $500’

86 HONDA SPREE

63 FOND RANGER, new tires

shell

(mint cond ’84 Ford Escort S .pd
storeo,bicInt cond 257-9571
/4

TELEMARKETING SALES" Walking
diatence to campus Comfortable

HELP WANTED

Greet cond,
body elcellenl. runs flu Asking
91300 ho Call Eric 11 993-2951
FORD

MUSTANG

’73 MERCURY COMET. autornatk.
071.10 arn frn stereo, pe ph. $750
Call (415) 651-7765

COMPUTERS
IS
PC-COM PC COM."
M AT ST compatiblet and acres
campus
solos One block from
404 S 3r0 SI..2 Call .5.1608

PC-COM

Spuiel 6% ofl for SJSU with ID

DOWNTOWN

REA_

ESTATE

odice

needs recaptIoniat to won( Tue.
en0 Thur. 9-53im during snub
ler Good but not fall typing reProfusion., dress
Ray or Sue at 296-5522
diked

Coll

$$$$FOODSERVERS, COOKS HOST
ESS CASHIERS and busboys
Is
always
Callender.
Marie

FOR SALE

time, Mike at 996-9072
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique boolratore, spectolizing
on history, current
In book
events, labor. Block Americans.
Asian-Americana.
Chicanos.
Written by
Matilarn
women.
Blocks. Chicanos. Asians. labor
activists. kleralats We also have
In English. Soviet texts In the ecrcral sciences You won’t find our
books. posters and record. in
other Mores In the valley In addl.
bon we have fiction and cf.drabs books located el 950 S
First SI . San Jodi (3 blir eon"’ 01
4250) Call 294-79,0 for num

.526
alit
DIVISION GRADUATE
UPPER
dents.ork with handicapped students Application ramie at Sub
uy Hall. Rrn 204 or call DT
Pellegrini at 924-36960r J Roberts at 924-3704

Wyk* Offlu. CAF Building
INTERNATIONAL METAL BUILDING
MANUFACTURER mrkctIng build.
iv dealer in some open are..
High potentral prod in our growth
Industry
WedgCor Accedence
Corp. 6600 E Hampden, Denver
Co 90224 Call 1303)750-3200 all
2403
McINTOSH LITERATE person needed
for
urall desktop publisher
Haul. toe environment, only ad
luelable hrs Gregg at 255-0724
PART TIME CHI( DCARE POSITIONS
?
Inuudletirly 55-08 hr
949-2913
SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT eecurity off,
cora, all shifts FT PT evening
procu servers We will train
SAM
Apply in perun MonFri
IPM 290 Meridian Ave

S J .298-

5411110
SECURITY ’RECEPTION all shifts ft ;it
55-66 hr to Marl Full benefits, no
e xperience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 1212 Scott
O lvd between 04coll & San Tomas Santa Clare Call 727.9793
STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with
tufo. ownutecturerSelee & ENO mewing support Weld ads fur,
defied Some uses Miran Cat
(303) 759-3200-Erl 2401 WedgCor Acceptance Corp 6600 E
Hampden, Denver, Co 10224

EYECARE

YOUR FUTURE IS HERE’ A lob dui
leeches you business communication & negotiation Skills. We
pay $5510 hr depending on your
Flexible
performance
hours Call 924.1121

evening

HOUSING

L kenos., agent

glaucoma check. complete
confect luso serviu for family
Feshion frame. end sunglasses
by Me leading designers Super
thin lenses for high purer Rs
Insurance
Open 7 days week
and Medical be wemily welcomed SJSU studuts & bet al.
ways have 10% of/ Call for but
now," 405 E Sante Clare SI at
9th. cell 995-0468 We speak Viol
unwise. Spanish & Chine.
Moth
problems
MATH -PHONE
solved tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 Ito 1 ’,Our Call
(415)796-8497
PROFESSIONAL

pent
CONDO, 1 mln to SJSU 2I 2 bth. 1240
Hlres 14111.1. nonarnitr. no depoelt Call E0-251,1200 eft 7PM
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN, Fine rob
bile home alternethe to opt 501
rental Call Ernk. el 371-1664 or

DISC

Classified
or Phil at 240-2920 or 922-7359
WORD

PROCESSING
needs Fut and

JOCKEY

by

Desiree Mic1.I formerly of KSJS
You ve got the party we’ve got
the musk’ Michel Productions
wide veriety of music
provides
for your wedding, poky or dance
et reasonable Wes Call Duke -

TO FIT
rellsbN

your

Low
rate Cell Leslie after 2 30 PM at
(415)967-7511

EYEWEAR

AT SUNRISE

ing

CLOSE TO CAMPUS I bedroom 1
bath. off atreet parking. 6475 Call
234-3938296-4040.
Ikeneed

to assist In developrnent of flyers,
brochures. banners. etc 10-15
hrs.). $4 65-05S5 hr Apply by
2 19 IN in the Student Activities &

1845 5 OAKUM C
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

559-3500

Call collect (800) 521 7825

FUNERAL HOME ATTENDANT An
sawing byhirp/10118 evenings Oc,

GRAPHIC ARTIST puttion in the Slu
dant Activities I Senn.. Office

get your first appl al 1 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
Gwen Cheigren S E
My Care

Fran. and lenses from 0.37, Dr
Christopher Cabrera 00 Quality
and fast service st estrernely low
price Complete eye exstn inch.

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH"
Carport walk to campus, no pets
S595 too Call 224-3939266-0840

caskirail weekend work Please
call Mr McGee at 379-5010

move your unwonted hair (chin
bikini, tummy moustacns, etc)
15% 01.00001 10 students and fac
ulty Call before May 31 1988 and

FRIDAY MORNINGS making
calls born your honrt to local
Santa to get Interest rate. 55 1,,

WORK

for new
enthusiestIc
workers to pin our team Apply at
2931 Meridian A. or call 26571 30 for appointment

looking

NortUrn California Nur...14151

QUEEN MATTRESS SET. TIrrn Still In
used.
newt
plestic
original
$185. Bunkbed set *menus.
perfect condition. 5200 Call any,

surroundings Choose your own
hours Advancement opportuni,
ties Cali Emie PM only at 998-

twouing or using chemical deplil
ton. Let me pownranutly re-

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT

ACCOUNTABILITY
ACK NOWL
EDGEABLE in typing that tops
Treat TONY. 298-20137 Thanks
$1 50 par pogo double speud
Available seven day. weekly
Clinch turnaround All tura guar
erased Thanks
A A-1 SECRETARY

alth computer
Close to school Avail hIq 014011
and day Rush lobs are my speciality
Cali P.m St (40e) 2255025 225-9009

Students receive a discount with
ID Acceu Oda -281-4962 ask for
Tues.

Reesonabre
storage
Ware feat dependable. grammar wise college grads So cell us
flog do.

Cased. tenevened.
Almaden
Branham rue 1 dy week Cali
264-4504

disk storage SPELCHEK punc
nration grommet assistance All
work guarenteed For that prates
SIOnal quick O. dependable worry -

DO IT WRITE’ Word processing 20
resume.. lrat
Hum Eporkinca
Ids mailing lists books oracles

for service at Its best with At
FORDABLE RATES. call PAM at
247,2661 (Santa Clue) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

work guaranteed
unplion

Proofruding. editing @veiled.
Roesonable rates Call Anne 5765539 (San Jose)
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
specialists Also tun pa,

pars, manuscripts. ...endue.
resumes repetitive letters Dart
scription Free SPEICHEK. copy
edit. disc storage Ode. turnaround
5825

Santa

Clare

Call 246-

VE AGREE N
WORDPROC FSSING
Turn papers SI 75 p dbi sp and

APA FORMAT, turn paper thesis wel
corned 10 yeers typing word pro
cueing experience Letter quality

proofed Small 1.slues loners
mailing lists flyers newbetters

Very competitive rates

274-

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic, Wain.. legal word
doubling need. Term papers.
reports resumes, letters group
ro,Opetili manuals, the... sic All
Free
uutemic formals & AP

with papers. reports. theses (especially science) etc el 251-0449

printing

Call (408)

)684 (leave message)

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
5650,0 now tor your torn, papox. group prdects. Mows all
Profusion.; word prOcessing.
Iron disk storage Quick relum

Theb

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT-Imtor quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free pr. 0.

pickup clettvery

Instructor

proracts
Duality quarenteed On campus

LASERJET OUTPUT Veers of experience looming SJSU faculty and
students All work guaranteed
Speckillxing In word perfect end
word Call PJ at 923-2309
EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
waiting ssistance. editing typing
of reports. thews. eh Laser
printer Affordable accurate depended. Only 12 .fluteli from
campus Pickup availed* Sally at

and corer ION. Free spelling
cluck
Loner quality printers
Compatitt. rotes 735-8845 (Su)
Sunnyvale
RESUMES TYPING WRITING Bay
area el service lb years expenun.
Career
Consuilotions
Seminars All lob areas Career
Cuter. 243-4070
SJSU TYPIST

2 tram frrn comp.
Wordprocesaming storage free
turnaround very quick The lurk
Is guennteed SI 25 dbi spue
pogo Contact FEN at 996-7139

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
Prof...
sional typing & business eery
ice. Fast reasoned. & near the
university Call 2924047
TYPING"

REASONABLE

RATES.’

PATTI at 14061
Santa Clara area

246-5633

Call

LUCID

251-4665

WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS let
tors resumes manuscripts 1.91
FOSIng Y1121,10
Halve Mn

gnu Reasonal. rates Call 578m321
WORD PROCESSING

NEED HELP" Call SO S

Expel

*nub profusion.’ typing sem
ice lor term pours group pro
luta, and oink reports Rums

..

hum papers
reports
totters
resumes
etc
Excel quality quids turnaround
Call us and compere Fremont
415-657,2943

-----

249-5100

Print Your

NONSMKR

WANTED TO shore 2
Ddrm.20th condo ix 2 poolciaciz.
1 2
rl.rec rrnivsh dry$350 no

011,1100 Opel Mike 256-5525

111111111111111111111111111111111

ONE

ROOM for rut, opt
bpi
$250 mu utH Intl
9150 deposit
153 S 12Ih St sek for Mr B

0111111
ROOM TO RENT. 0275 ’no
2 -story house. pool spa. nice
erria, foul. preferred Call Lynn
996-11115 mornings
VERY QUIET fon In house shr 5th
WI 7 blks, no social parties, prof
grad-fully Guist, 9290100 119.
cies musk -art
9729

Femele cell 297

PERSONALS
UN.
CLINIC."
ELECTROLYSIS
WANTED HAIR removed forever
135 5
Eleyyrood
Confidential
A. San Jose. cell 24774116 for
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SERVICES
B ACKACHE’?? FREE treatment as
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AIDS
I
page I
months to prove whether a particular
student is carrying the disease or not
He further noted that pre-test and
post-test counseling services have to
he conducted tor students who will
be tested
High risk group
Asked whether students on campus were at risk. Wahl stated that the
vast majority of the students are not
among the high -risk group. He defined the high -risk group as (hose
who are drug abusers through the use
of intravenous needle, those who
have sexual relations with drug abusers, gay or hi -sexual men w ho practice unsafe sex and their part nets
Wahl noted that there is Hois s ii
for students to take the \II fS lest ii
they do not tall w thin the high -risk
group because there are "zero
chances" of contracting the disease.
Finally, he warned students to
practice safe sex.

Concert: Benefits City

Tennis Anyone?

I. root page I
described their music as "country metal -acid-folk ."
After the band was approached by
Garrett, they asked two other local
groups and one from San Francisco
to join them.
"It’s ridiculous that they wanted
to kick (the Spartan City residents)
out in the middle of Tie semester."
Long said. "I’m not actively involved in their cause, hut I’m familiar with it."
Opening will be Lawn Vultures
from San Francisco, playing an odd
mix of cover songs, including a
medley tribute to Iggy Pop’s "No
Fun." Sex Pistols’ "Submission."
and Flipper’s "The Way of the
World."
Since three of the band’s four
members come from San Jose, the
hand has ties with the local scene
and was asked to do the benefit when
they played at Marsugi’s on San Salvador Street a few weeks ago, said

Kurtz

Artist: reflects tradition

From mige I
"Her work is very impressionistic
with the use of the tool and the w, a)
she draws the images and blocks the
color. ’ said art protessor Willis Nelson, who encouraged and worked
with Kurtz.
Kurtz’s work won her a first prize
at the Third Annual International
Computer Art Competition at the
Hearst Art Gallery at St. Marys
College in Moraga. She has also appeared on Channel 26 in Fresno with
her work.
"Inner WOlkings of the Outer
Self," Kurtz’s Master’s of Fine ,\1
exhibition, w ill he on display this
week (Feb. 8 12 in Gallery I w,
the Art Building. The artist’s lc, ep
lion is il,is Ii iii (i-K p.m

Three whites
accused in
death of black
HEMPHILL. lexas (AP) --Loyal
Garner Jr. was only passing through
this remote wixided village in East
Texas last Christmas. He didn’t
make it.
Since Garner’s death. Hemphill
has not been able to forget the 34 year-old truck driver.
Three white lawmen, including
the town’s police chief, have been
charged with violating the civil
rights of Gamer, a black, by beating
him and leaving him overnight in the
Sabine Count) jail after his arrest on
drunk driv ing charges. He died two
days later.
"We still don’t know what happened in that place. We want to
know." said the Rev . Will Smith, a
black minister in this logging and
farming conmiunity of 1.3(*) residents. one -fifth of whom are black,
near the Louisiana border.
Gamer’s widow. Corrine Garner
of Florio’. La.. has filed suit against
the town, seeking unspecified damages for what she termed a "brutal,
racially motivated killing.’
She said she hopes maximum life
sentences are meted out against the
men charged in her husband’s death:
Police Chief Thomas Ladner. 40:
Sabine County Chief Sheriff’s Deputy Bill Horton. 58: and Deputy
James Hyden. 34.
"It would give them a chance.
like me, to lie awake at night and
think about what happened." she
said recently. "If you’ve got any.
conscience, it would bother you at
night."
The case is one of several nationwide that. like the Howard Beach
manslaughter case in New York
(’ifs, seem to have incited racial hostilities between blacks and whites.
%favor Ronnie Felts, who is
hcliev es the case did not result from racism. and Hemphill has
hen tint irk tud,,ed

From page I
interaction with the black community. The final week of African
Awareness Month will be Cultural
week, a celebration of musical and
artistic talents.
Imam said the emphasis on education should convey the responsibilities of the black college student.
"Those of us with the opportunity
to go to college have to give something back to those who don’t,"
Imam said. "The more you know,
the more you owe."
Wade Nobles will conduct a symposium and the first event for the
week titled, Retention Strategies:
Helping Black Students Survive on

Predominately White Campuses. It
will be held 10:30 a.m. to noon in
the Afro-American studies conference room.
Thursday. Diane Ferlatte will be
telling stories in the African tradition
in Sweeney Hall. Room 100. The
tradition of the verbal recording of
generations of African history is reflected in Ferlatte’s technique.
This weekend the African Greek
Letter Council will be having a
"Greek Show" and dance. The
Greek show is based on a step competition between black fraternities
and sororities. Stepping is dancing,
clapping, and chanting done as a
group in unison.

Gadhafi recommends
Americans return home
WASHINGTON (AP) Libyan
leader Col. Moammar Gadhali said
he expects U.S.-Libya relations to
improve after the November election, hut said Americans should get
out of the Arab world "for their own
security." according to a published
report.
Kendra Luck
Daily staff photographer
Gadhafi asserted that Americans
top
an tennis plaer. has
Kells Ryan.
Fresno State. The Spartans lost 9-0 to both Fresno
"definitely must have learned some
her eye on the ball during Friday’s match against
State and (’al -Poly San Luis 9hispo.
lessons from the Reagan presidency" and that tensions between
Tripoli and Washington have lessened in recent months, The Washington Post reported in Monday’s
editions.
matic triumph in Iowa’s caucuses in to tally hut with 60 percent of the
DES MOINES. Iowa (AP)
Correspondents from the newspa18.699 or 19 percent.
caucuses reporting. Missouri Rep. per. along with Washington Post Co.
Sen. Bob Dole won a convincing 1980 had
The Dole camp crowed about the Gephardt had 21,971 votes for 28 Chairwoman Katharine Graham and
victory in Iowa’s Republican presidential caucuses Monday night while magnitude of the defeat suffered by percent. Illinois Sen. Simon had 19,- Newsweek magazine, interviewed
Pat Robertson bested faltering Vice the vice president. "This is going to 137 for 24 percent and Massachu- Gadhafi in Algeria, the newspaper
President George Bush for second help" in New Hampshire’s first -in - setts Gov. Dukakis had 16.095 for said.
place. Rep. Richard Gephardt led the nation primary next week, said 20 percent.
CBS and ABC projected Gephardt
Paul Simon and Michael Dukakis in Sen. Warren Rudman, R -N.H.. a
supporter of the Kansas senator
to win with Simon second.
a tightly hunched Democratic field.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson was w iii
Bush conceded defeat in the first
ning the battle for fourth place, wilt
big test of the 1988 presidential camII percent to 9 percent for former
paign and vowed to work harder in
Arizona Gus. Bruce Babbitt. Sen.
National
New Hampshire’s first in the nation
Albert Gore Jr.. had abandoned his
"I’m a
primary next week.
News
FREEHOLD, N.J. (AP) A
Iowa campaign and criticized the
tighter .
I’m not going to be
Lakeport, Calif., man became the
process here. He was running just
slinking around,’ he said.
second person charged in the
ahead of non -candidate Mario
Dole, who urged Iowans to reslaying of an asbestos company
gards him as "one of us," said his
Robertson’s support V. as hard to Cuomo.
executive who was shot and
The Democratic race ran true to
victory demonstrated "I can be figure before the caucuses
punkilled Dec. 15. officials said
close race among
elected in November." Robertson dits referred to his backers as "the forecasts a
Monday.
said his showing was a victory for invisible army ." His second -place three rivals. Gephardt. a congressioAlbert Kershaw Jr.. 23. was
voters ’whit wanted us to restore the finish followed strong showings in nal insider who campaigned as an
arrested early Sunday at Newark
anti-establishment
figure,
spent
greatness of America through moral Michigan and Hawaii caucuses.
International Airport before he
strength."
The rest of the Republican field more time than anyone campaigning
was to board a flight to Daytona.
in Iowa in a hid to establish his canGephardt. Simon and Dukakis trailed far behind Jack Kemp
Fla.. to take part in an auto race.
fought their battle while Gary Hart’s with 11 percent. Pete du Pont with 7 didacy He and Simon run a poor
said Monmouth County Prosecucomeback hid was failing dramati- percent and Alexander Haig. who second to Dukakis in New Hamptor John Kaye.
cally. He had scarcely one percent of didn’t compete, had a smattering of shire polls.
Iowa had relatively few national
the Democratic total in the state that support.
Kershaw is being held at Moncatapulted him to national promiThe Democratic vote was slower convention delegates to bestow.
1984.
in
nence
With 89 percent of the Republican
precincts reporting. Dole had 37.703
votes, or 38 percent. Former TV
evangelist Robertson had 24.303 for
nation24 percent and Bush the
wide from runner who scored a dra

Dole, Gephardt take Iowa caucuses

Gadhafi appeared to welcome the
lessening of tensions with the United
States and attributed the problems
solely to the failure of "all the
American attempts to attack us.
which were mad." the report said.
He told the correspondents that he
live -and -let -live
a
new
hopes
relationship will develop when President Reagan leaves office at the end
of this year.
Asked if he could intervene to free
foreign hostages held in Lebanon, he
condemned hostage -taking but also
said that Americans had to understand "they will be the price" paid
for U.S. policy in the Middle East.
"Americans for their own security
should get out of the Arab world."
he said.

California man charged
in New Jersey slaying
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singer Chuck Dav is.
Garrett said they haven’t yet decided whether Swing Party or Shock
Wave will play second. Swing Party
plays rock -influenced blues and
Shock Wave, according to Long,
plays "surf-instrumental" music.
Frontier Wives’ manager. John
Davis, called the benefit a "win -win
situation" because while the band
members "like to support the local
community, they are really pushing
to support local musicians, too."
The legal conflict between SJSU
and the Spartan City residents began
last December when the university.
because of fire and earthquake concerns. changed the scheduled closure
of Spartan City from Aug. I to Feb.
I.
The residents, married students
with families, won a court injunction
allowing them to stay until Feb. IS.
On Jan. 29, Nichols ruled that the
university must reinstate the original
deadline for evacuation.

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511
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JOB OPENINGS
LIFEGUARD:

Keith liven. 32, of Cranford,
was arrested on Dec. 22. Oliveri
drove a getaway car and Kershaw
was "the triggennan," said
Kaye

Alleviate

Tai Chi Chaun Windsurfing
Massage
Water Fitness Aerobics

Participate

Certified in Advanced Lifesaving,
CPR, First Aid and Water Safety
Instruction
APPLICANTS WILL BE TESTED ON:
- Swimming 1000 yards under 20 min.
- Advanced lifesaving skills
- Written exam
Student Union Director-. Office

Thursday, Feb 25, 1988

Recreate
30 Minute Workout
Intramurals
Jazz Dance Ninja Bujitsu Exploratorium

SWIM INSTRUCTOR:

DEADLINE:

Shoemaker was transferred to
New Jersey from San Clemente.
Calif., last January by AAMIOHL the parent company of his
firm, ENCAPCO. a Shrewsbury
asbestos removal company.

Weight Training
Metaphysics
Kayaking
Sign Language
Tarot Cards

Certified in Advanced Lifesaving,
CPR and First Aid

APPLICATIONS:

mouth County Jail for the murder
of Earl Shoemaker. 50. said
Kaye. Bail has been set at
$5(X),(XX).

5 p in

Do it for your body
Do it for your mind
4-44.5k 4/mt/-4

SERVICES

CAMPUS RECREATION

924 - 5950

